Shared Mooney/Aizenberg/Lewis space, first floor

- Fume hood ESL 132 does not have an updated inspection sticker, despite all the other fume hoods having been inspected in February.
  - Mooney group does not use this hood, but ES&H has been notified of this hood’s inspection lapse.

- Cryogenic dewars (one small glass dewar, one large LN2 dewar) with no cryogen PPE visible. This is not necessarily a problem depending on the work flow. No
  - No Mooney peoples use LN2 in this area

- Room 101A, the new Lewis tissue culture room, and the main lab to which it’s attached, should have BL2 signage. We understand that this is currently in progress.

- Room 101B (wash room) is labeled BL2, but the door was open to the main lab. Signage should be updated or door kept closed. Also gas cylinders’ hang tags should be ripped off to indicate whether or not tanks are used.
  - Mooney people will be instructed to keep this door closed

Mooney lab: Room 106 has an emergency shower with an outlet beneath it.

- This outlet has been relocated – Thanks Don!